DISCOVER THE NEW TOYOTA bZ4X
Innovative, efficient and with dynamic SUV design, the battery electric Toyota bZ4X delivers
where it counts. With its robust and stylish build, outstanding all-wheel drive capabilities
and excellent range, Toyota bZ4X confidently gets you wherever you need to go. Go beyond
electric and enjoy a new driving experience with this innovative electric SUV.
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OUTSTANDING DRIVING PERFORMANCE
Enjoy best-in-class electric performance with Toyota bZ4X and leave zero emissions
behind. Highly responsive, it offers you speed and torque when you need it. Benefiting
from a low centre of gravity, excellent front and rear weight balance and rigid body,
Toyota bZ4X offers incredible stability and handling. Simply pressing the single pedal
drive button boosts braking energy regeneration and lets you accelerate and slow the
vehicle using only the throttle pedal.
Also benefit from fantastic all-wheel-drive capabilities. With the touch of the XMODE
button, click through the different modes to tackle any terrain. Ready for every condition
including snow and mud, and deep snow and mud (below 20 km/h), as well as Grip
Control for tougher off-road driving (below 10 km/h). Incredibly easy to use, you can
enjoy all-weather reassurance whatever your adventure.
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SUPERB BATTERY EFFICIENCY
Drawing on almost 25 years’ experience in battery technology, Toyota bZ4X can deliver
more than 450 km on single full charge – and with zero emissions too. Thanks to innovative
research into battery performance, the Toyota bZ4X battery offers best-in-class reliability
and range in all weather conditions. This range can be maximised with the optional solar
panel roof. Three charging options offer drivers flexibility – use rapid public charging to
reach 150kW charge in an estimated 25 minutes*, or plug into a home socket or a wall
box at home. Toyota quality provides total peace of mind for battery reliability. Even after
10 years, the battery is expected to still operate at 90%§ of its original performance.

* Provisional figures subject to official market homologation.
§
Target values during development.
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YOUR ELECTRIC BATTERY RANGE
With Toyota bZ4X, you’ll never have to think about range. It’s outstanding battery
performance can deliver more than 450km of worry-free driving, wherever you go.
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YOUR CHARGING OPTIONS
Your Charging Time

Home Wall Box

Public Charging

Whether at home, the office or on the
go, recharging is simple and convenient.
Fuelled by battery power alone, benefit
from zero emissions and lower running
costs with Toyota bZ4X.

These dedicated units are much quicker
to charge than a domestic socket. With
Toyota bZ4X, you can reach full recharge
in 6.5 hours.

For rapid charging, you can easily find fast
charging stations in a number of public
locations thanks to the station locator on
the MyT app. Perfectly compatible with these
highly efficient units thanks to 150kW fastcharging capability, you are able to recharge
80% of your Toyota bZ4X battery in as little
as around 30 minutes.
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UNIQUE STYLE AND PRESENCE
Toyota bZ4X combines the sleek and advanced look of an electric vehicle with the
confident SUV design. The result is an innovative electric vehicle that performs on all roads,
turning heads wherever it goes.
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SPACIOUS AND AIRY CABIN
Designed to enhance the driving experience for all passengers, Toyota bZ4X offers a social
space to be enjoyed by everyone. A refined interior provides class-leading legroom for all
passengers, thanks to superior comfort and an unrivalled sense of space.
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INTELLIGENT CONNECTED COCKPIT
Explore a world of multimedia and connectivity. With an extra-large 12" touchscreen,
advanced voice recognition and seamless smartphone integration, Toyota Smart Connect
offers an intuitive experience, always kept up to date via over-the-air technology. The MyT
App on your smartphone helps you to check your battery level, schedule charging, check
trip data or even remotely control your vehicle – from climate control to unlocking and
locking the doors.
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SAFETY YOU CAN TRUST
Toyota bZ4X offers comprehensive safety features wherever you choose to travel. You’ll
enjoy a host of safety features including the latest Toyota Safety Sense technology with
Driver Emergency Stop Assist (DESA) and Over the Air Updates (OTA). Have complete
safety both in urban areas and off road with Toyota bZ4X.
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WHY CHOOSE TOYOTA BATTERY ELECTRIC?
With over 25 years’ experience, Toyota is leading the way to an all-electric future. With more
than 18 million electrified vehicles on the road already and 17 electrified models to choose
from, Toyota continues to deliver exceptional innovation making customers happy across
the world. Thanks to extensive experience developing battery technology and managing
energy flows efficiently, Toyota battery electric vehicles offer reliable, lasting performance.

Bundled Services
Toyota combines a number of services in one bundle to deliver easy convenience to drivers.
The kanzen offer includes a wallbox and pre-paid maintenance, and a whole new suite of
connected services available through the MyT app.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How far can I go on full charge?

Are the running costs low?

With Toyota bZ4X, travel for more than
450km* without worrying about charge.

Battery-Electric vehicles can save you money
over their lifetime. You’ll never need to pay
for fuel again and the dedicated Wallbox
charging also offers a quick and costeffective solution to recharging at home.

Where can I charge?
Recharge via a dedicated wall box, domestic
socket or rapid public charging points in
a variety of locations. Toyota Connected
Services will help you find a charging station
near you, wherever you are in Europe.

How do I charge my Toyota bZ4X?
Charging is simple, convenient and perfectly
safe using the cable provided with the
vehicle whether via a domestic socket,
wall box or rapid public charger.

How long does a charge take?
Vehicle charging time depends on the
power supply. At public stations, enjoy
rapid charging in around 25 minutes.
Wall box charging at home or via socket
takes between 6.5–19 hours.

What’s the difference between a
hybrid and electric car?
Hybrids and electric cars have a key
difference. A Hybrid switches between petrol
and electric motors, they are self-charging,
whereas a Battery-Electric vehicle runs
on battery power alone and creates zero
emissions.

What’s the lifespan of the battery?
Our Battery-Electric vehicles boast the
same reliability as any other Toyota. As long
as annual services are in place, Toyota is
confident that even after 10 years of driving,
your Toyota bZ4X battery will still operate at
90% of its original performance level.
* Range may vary with selected vehicle and grade.
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To the best of our knowledge, all information in this brochure is correct at time of going to print. Details of specifications and equipment provided in this brochure
are subject to local conditions and requirements and may, therefore, vary from models available in your area. Please enquire with your local retailer for details on
your local specifications and equipment. • Vehicle body colours may differ slightly from the printed photographs in this brochure. • The readability of QR codes
present in this brochure may differ according to the scanner used. Toyota cannot be held responsible should your device not be able to read any QR codes.
• Toyota Motor Europe reserves the right to alter any details of specifications and equipment without prior notice. • © 2021 by Toyota Motor Europe NV/SA (‘TME’).
• No part of this publication may in any way be reproduced without the prior written approval of Toyota Motor Europe.
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